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 Mary’s angel is the same angel as Zechariah’s 
angel, Gabriel. A few verses before in Luke’s Gospel and 
last week in our sermon series Angels All Around, Gabriel 
told Zechariah he would be a father is back to tell Mary that she would be a mother.  
According to Luke’s careful research—which probably included interviews with either Mary or 
with one of Jesus’ brothers (see Mark 6:3, Acts 1:13)—it was the same angel, but six months 
later in how we measure time as humans. It was the same angel, but not the same setting. 
Gabriel appeared in the Holy of Holies to find Zechariah. Gabriel was sent to Nazareth, a 
fishing town in Galilee, to find Mary.  

 Perhaps Mary was finishing her cooking chores when Gabriel found her at home in 
Nazareth. Nazareth then had a good deal in common with the early days of North Hudson. It 
was a village whose primary income came from commercial fishing in the Sea of Galilee and 
selling the catch to feed the wealthy people cities. Nazareth was a Jewish village. There were 
other ethnic villages in Galilee, each economy depending on producing goods to be used by 
people in cities, and all segregated based on tribe and family.  

 Mary was engaged to be married to Joseph, a descendant of King David. We know 
from Matthew’s gospel that Joseph was a carpenter, even though Luke does not mention that 
Joseph was a skilled craftsman. According to New Testament professor Amy Jill Levinei, Mary 
and Joseph were not poor, at least not yet when the angel arrived to tell Mary she was going to 
become pregnant before her wedding night. Like craftsmen and artisans across the centuries, 
as a carpenter Joseph would have not been rich, but he would be able to provide a 
comfortable home for his wife and children.  

 Their marriage would have been an arranged marriage, not based on romance. 
Therefore, it is safe to assume that Mary was of a similar economic status as Joseph. Both 
members of faithful Jewish families, Mary’s older cousin, Elizabeth, was even the wife of a 
priest. It would be interesting to see their family tree, I know from my own large family 
experience that it is possible for them to be as much as forty years apart in age and still be first 
cousins. Less probable now, but very possible then.  
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 One wonders if Gabriel pondered the differences in these two miraculous birth 
announcements he delivered. One in a temple, the other in a home. One to an old man, the 
other to a young woman. Both related to the other miraculous births in Israel’s history. 
Afterall, both were descended from Abraham and Sarah, the original parents of the first 
miraculous birth in salvation history. Like the people in Jesus family, Abraham and Sarah had a 
visit from angels shortly before Sarah became pregnant. In Genesis 18 the Lord came to 
Abraham and Sarah with two other men. Or at least they appeared to be men, but most likely 
they were angels—perhaps one was Gabriel. As Sarah listened in on Abraham’s lunch with the 
three “men,” she laughed when she heard them say that she, Sarah, would give birth. And the 
Lord replied, “Why did Sarah laugh . . .. Is anything too wonderful for the Lord?” 

 Every Jewish child, if he or she can read or not, knows that story. Zechariah knew that 
story. Mary knew that story.  The story of Isaac’s miracle birth lies at the heart of the biggest 
difference between Zechariah and Mary at Gabriel’s announcement Zechariah doubted, 
“How will I know?” Mary wondered, “How can this be, since I am a virgin?” Even Zechariah 
assumes his wife would become pregnant the way all married women become pregnant. 
Zechariah was asking how he would know everything Gabriel was saying about his son was all 
true. As an engaged virgin in a rural town, Mary also seems to know how married women get 
pregnant and she knew she and Joseph are waiting until their wedding night. 

 Over the centuries, many young minds as they become aware of the facts of life have 
wondered how Mary could get pregnant before their wedding night. Luke’s explanation is 
consistent with a first century understanding of conception, that the man planted the child in 
the woman’s womb, sort of like how medical specialists now implant embryos. But back int 
the first century A.D., humans had not yet figured out that 50% of every human comes from 
the baby’s mother’s genes. So, Luke explained it in the best understanding of the time; “God 
will plant the baby in your womb.” Mary asked a practical question. Gabriel gave a practical 
theological answer “. . . nothing will be impossible with God.” (Luke 1:37) 

 Nothing will be impossible with God. Nothing.  

 Mary accepted Gabriel’s answer to her curiosity by faith.  

 So, what does this mean for us? Afterall, the Gospels are written and read to inspire 
Christians to live in faith. So, what does it mean for us that Mary accepted an improbable 
miracle, while Zechariah questioned the logical consequences of married love?  

 Sometimes the best answer is the obvious one. We do not know everything. We are 
not God, nor are we angels. We are the sons and daughters of Adam and Eve, human beings 
inclined to sin, but whom God is constantly inviting to accept salvation. And we do not know 
everything. We do know this is the story of how Christ came to save us. 
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 Pondering the entire Bible, it amazes me how often profound faith is not found in the 
Temple but among ordinary people in ordinary places doing ordinary work. Shepherds like 
Moses and David tending the flock. A young woman like Mary learning to make a home 
before she marries.  

 God redeems humanity’s sin through the faith of ordinary people. It is in the faith of 
ordinary people where God’s grace is found. It is through our willingness to accept God’s will 
to do the almost, but not quite, impossible that humans join with Christ in cancelling sin.   

 But what would Gabriel look like if he were to bring us a message from God now?  

 Gabriel was the angel sent to both Zechariah in the Temple and Mary in her Nazareth 
home. In Hebrew Gabriel means “strength of God.”  Of all the angels in all the Hollywood 
movies, the one I would cast as Gabriel, is Michael as played by John Travolta in the 1996 
Nora Ephron movie Michael. As that movie begins Michael is as clearly revealed as an angel. A 
trio of tabloid reporters, Quinlan, Dorothy, and Huey are sent to the Milk Bottle Motel in rural 
Iowa to investigate an angel sighting reported by an old woman named Patsy. Quinlan is a 
gifted writer whose temper and alcoholism have cost him prestigious positions in journalism. 
Huey is his less capable sidekick who is deeply in love with his wife, and the only reporter who 
fully accepts that Michael is an angel from when he first hears about their assignment. Dorothy 
is sent along as an angel expert, has a weakness for men, and an undiscovered ability as a 
country song writer. Quinlan is the primary man whose soul Michael is sent to restore. Any 
redemption that Dorothy and Huey find is a side blessing to Quinlan being redeemed. 

 Human redemption has a cost. In the film Quinlan’s redemption costs Michael his 
strength as he comforts Quinlan, Dorothy, and Huey. Loosing feathers from his wings is a 
symbol of Michael’s spent strength. Michael loses many, many feathers when he raises Sparky, 
the dog, from the dead to finally convince Quinlan he is in fact an angel. After vanishing from 
the tabloid trio’s sight, Michel and his sidekick, Patsy, return to Chicago both with their 
strength restored, full of life and dance. It seems an angel spending all his strength is only an 
allusion for the trio’s redemption.  

 Just like the same angle visiting both a priest and a young woman, just to let them know 
they have a mission in God’s plan for human redemption. One is only given God’s vision for 
redemption; the details of your role in the mission of human redemption will be known when 
necessary. 

 How then shall we live with our faith? In the Bible we find our directions on how to 
live most clearly in the Old Testament prophets and in the New Testament epistles. Today 
from the prophet Isaiah we read, “Comfort, O comfort my people, says your God. Speak 
tenderly to Jerusalem.”  
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 Offering comfort to God’s people is something every Christian can put into action in 
2020. It has been a hard year. People everywhere are hurting and angry. You could even be a 
person who is hurt or angry. I know I have felt hurt and angry this past year.  But like Mary, we 
can also choose to accept God’s call for us to comfort other people. Like Mary, we can choose 
to do the hard thing that will help salvation come.  

 Only one woman was asked to give birth to Christ, Mary. But all of us are asked to live 
in faith like she did. All of us are asked to face hard times and offer others comfort.  

 Funny thing about saying yes to acting in faith, your supply of faith will never be 
depleted. Your strength may be spent, but it will also be renewed. Being the person who 
comforts others does not mean you will never be the person who is comforted. It is a false 
humility to think you are not worthy of being shown God’s grace through another person’s 
comfort.  

 So, as you and I accept our varied calls to live in faith, we should find our faith 
strengthened through use. Built up like the skill of a musician or artist. Built up like the strength 
of a weightlifter. Not diminished by use but built up. Not destroyed by abuse, but stronger in 
caring.  

 And in the end, while we will never become angels, perhaps someone will look at you 
and say, “God is their strength.”  

 Amen. 

                                         
i Light of the World: A Beginner’s Guide to Advent, Abingdon 2020. 


